
Easy Installation:

Heliocol is made with you, the installation professional, in mind. Heliocol is engineered for easy

installation and minimal maintenance. Here are just a few ways Heliocol makes your life easier,

allowing you to spend more time growing your business:

No Straps - Unlike other solar pool heating systems, Heliocol requires no annoying straps. No

straps means less holes in customers' roofs and less work for you!

No Rubber Hoses and Metal Clamps - The Heliocol system is the only solar pool heater to use

a patented panel connection system. Other manufacturers use rubber hoses and metal clamps,

which need regular adjustment and require constant service calls to repair leaks. Because

Heliocol knows the last thing you need is an angry customer, we have developed a system that

you can install for your customers with confidence.

Installs Flat - While most installations are installed on pitched roofs, some customers

(particularly commercial clients) have flat roofs. Heliocol is the ONLY solar pool heating system

that can be installed on flat surfaces with NO roof penetrations. With Heliocol, you can service

any customer and never have to turn someone away.

Ready to Install - Unlike other panels, which must be assembled in place, Heliocol panels are

assembled and tested at the factory, ready for the customer's roof.

Five Sizes of Panels - Heliocol offers five sizes of solar panels to fit any job. Heliocol panels

come in the following sizes: 4 ft x 12 ft, 4 ft x 10 ft, 4 ft x 8 ft, 1 ft x 12 ft and 1 ft x 10 ft.

Easy to Repair in Place - With time, all solar pool heaters eventually age. Thankfully, the

Heliocol system makes repairs easy! Unlike other panels that must be replaced entirely if

problems occur, Heliocol panels are easily repaired in place in no time by fixing only the

problem area. Heliocol is the only panel with individual tubes that are easily repaired

independently.

Superior Warranty Support - Just in case you do have trouble, Heliocol is with you all the

way. Heliocol's warranty is straightforward and easy to understand. Some manufacturers of other

solar panels have recently come out with similar sounding warranties, but the fine print reveals

exclusions or limitations not found in the Heliocol warranty. Heliocol's warranty service and

support is impeccable, and unlike some solar panel manufacturers, every Heliocol warranty

claim ever made, has been handled in a manner consistent with warranty policy. Heliocol's

commitment to quality, and unwavering confidence in the durability of its product, continues to

enable us to offer the best warranty in the industry.


